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Death Clubs, Secret Poisonings and an Execution: The Case of Mary May On 14 August 1848, Mary May was executed in Chelmsford before a crowd of several thousand. She was the first woman to be executed in Essex for 44 years and also the first person executed in the county since 1839. May had been found guilty of poisoning her half-brother, William Constable, who was widely known in the village of Wix by his alias, Spratty Watts. The motive, as established by the prosecution, was a small sum of money reported to be between £9 and £10 that was payable to May from a Harwich mourners' club on Watts's death. Just two weeks after his enrolment in the club, he was dead. The parish priest saw the speed of events as suspicious, so he called the authorities in to investigate. At no time during the proceedings or even on the day of her execution did May confess to poisoning Watts; throughout the inquest, the trial and the lead-up to her execution, she protested her innocence. Her trial and execution attracted widespread media scrutiny, with at least 27 articles appearing between 17 June and 22 September 1848 in The Times, the Chelmsford Chronicle and The Examiner.
In this chapter I continue my inquiry into constructions of gender in mid-nineteenth-century poisoning cases. As the previous chapter argued, Sarah Chesham was initially constructed as a good woman and mother, only for that image to be replaced by the figure of the dangerous wife, with the consequence that she was found guilty and executed. In contrast, from the outset the newspapers, social commentators and the prosecution narrative depicted May as guilty. Her name became inextricably linked to the threat that the existence of burial clubs posed to men and children. In this chapter I argue that the depictions in numerous sources of May and her femininity served to underline the intensity of the alleged threat of female poisoners. There was considerable focus on May's mothering abilities, even though the case did not V. M. Nagy, Nineteenth-Century Female Poisoners © Victoria M. Nagy 2015 directly involve children; this indicates that a moral panic was brewing that resulted in newspapers, social commentators and the general public conflating all burial deaths and poison with infanticide. The newspapers and the narratives of social commentators positioned May as a bad mother who had poisoned her children for monetary gain, even though she was actually accused of poisoning her half-brother, a man in his forties. May's case was a site of struggle about infanticide, burial clubs and the severity of the law, so her femininity was constructed accordingly in line with each discourse.
In the first section of the chapter I discuss the threat that burial clubs were said to pose, as well as the attention that May's case attracted due to the emerging narratives, in newspapers and at the inquest and trial, that reignited concerns about the morality of working-class women. I argue that the focus on burial clubs in May's case transposed cultural fears about the crime of infanticide onto a case that did not actually involve the death of a single child. This intertwining of narratives resulted in representations labelling her variously as 'repulsive' or as under the influence of a 'demoniacal mania', and illustrated an extension of popular fears of the supposed depravity in working-class women. In the following section I discuss another narrative that gained momentum in discussions about burial clubs and May's femininity, one concerned with the existence of secret poisoning rings. Although the media accused May of poisoning both her children and her first husband during her trial, it was only with her imminent execution that the story of women working in groups to poison unwanted children and husbands gained momentum in newspapers such as The Times. The panic was exacerbated by other newspaper reports, which utilised perceptions of May's deviant femininity to highlight the importance of tackling these rings. In the final section of the chapter, I consider how campaigners against the death penalty employed May's case to mobilise the image of a woman hounded and wrongly persecuted by the authorities, in contrast to the narratives from newspapers, especially The Times and the Chelmsford Chronicle, where reports of May's time in jail highlighted the appropriateness of her death sentence. The campaigners' sympathetic portrayal of May gained no momentum because it came too late in the case to have any effect in countering the negative images. This case, in which infanticide was so clearly an issue even though no children were actual victims, and in which a fear of poisoning clubs was manifest when there was no evidence of May being a member, illustrates the contradictory and contested ideas of femininity that circulated even without the support of any facts.
